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The last place I ever expected to end up in, was on the roof of the

Avengers compound, standing a few feet away from Wanda Maximo .

But then again, the only thing the past month has taught me was that

life had a funny way of unfolding and by funny, I meant leading me to

the base of a group I thought I'd have to kill someday and looking

back at a girl I never thought i'd see again.

Funny, isn't it?

"Sorry, couldn't help it." She sighs, a tight lipped smile on her face as

she pulls the jacket she was wearing closer around her body. Her

relentlessness was incredibly frustrating, it was like no matter how

sharp my words were— she would just take the stab and go.

"Shouldn't you be resting?" I ask, defeat prominent in my tone as I

watch her approach, stepping around me and walking out to the rails

that overlooked the water without a single word.

"I am." She hums.

"I have a feeling our definitions don't match." I grumble, taking the

spot right next to her as her ringless fingers gently wrap around the

metal rails. She seemed determined to stay, and I was out of energy

for an argument to push her away.

"Are you okay?" She finally speaks a er a few minutes of thick

silence, eyes glued ahead as I did the same.

"Says the girl who's all bandaged up." I point out flatly, turning to

look at her as my eyes gloss over her wrappings, even the one on her

forehead.

Guilt strikes me once again and it takes almost everything in me to

keep it down, to keep it from slipping out like a landslide. I make note

to keep my expression cold, to keep my mind blocked from her magic

in fear of her discovering my true nature.

"You lost more than any of us and this... is just a scratch. I've felt

worse." Wanda says in a steady tone, her voice hoarser than usual as

she looks at me.

"That... is stupidity." I chuckle bitterly, watching her brows furrow at

my remark as her whole body shi s to face me.

"I helped you." She points out in disbelief, cool green eyes looking at

me like I had three heads as her autumn hair blew in the wind despite

it being loosely tied into a bun.

"You should have le  me." I harshly correct as Wanda lets out a sco

at my words. Anger was my most familiar tool, if she hadn't deducted

that already.

"And let her tear you apart in there? Should I have just watched?"

Wanda fires back, her irritation making itself extremely evident as her

arms flailed with her remarks.

"Well you shouldn't have stayed. You keep trying to be the hero, it's

exhausting." I spew with hostility, my tone laced with so much

degrading disappointment that Wanda looks utterly ba led.

"You were getting hurt!" She exclaims like it solidifies her point.

With my words piling up in my throat, coated with the guilt I was

trying so hard to restrict I turn on my heel to walk away. If I spent

another moment there, it would only get worse. For her and for me.

Wanda lets out a bitter laugh, so dry and harsh that swims with the

sound of my heavy footsteps.

"I was trying to help you! I wasn't going to stand there and watch her

hurt you!" Wanda calls out angrily and I tried to ignore it, I really did—

but there's only so much I can keep. Only so much I can hold back.

"Well she hurt you!" I scream, turning to face her as she sinks into

silence at my outburst.

"She hurt you and it's all my fault!" I exclaim at the top of my lungs,

the words tearing past my throat in a painful trail that scorched its

path. Wanda only stares blankly at me, at a loss for words as I was le

heaving and upset.

"You should have le . You're not strong enough to face her yet. You

are a liability, Wanda. When are you going to get it through your thick

skull?" I angrily spit, feeling my veins protrude from my neck at the

frustration she was causing. She was making everything harder, more

complicated than it already was.

There's a reason I didn't stay when she got out of the lab, a reason I

haven't tried to speak to her the entire week— a reason I bent over

backwards doing everything to stay away. I could feel my control

slipping, the words tumbling out of my unrestricted mouth as my

emotions come undone for her to pick apart. Wanda looked stunned,

frozen, speechless as she watched me pace, desperately trying to

collect my thoughts.

"Why did you come up here? Huh?" I push, spiraling out as everything

in me cracks under the tension. I was desperate for any sort of

control, anything to make me feel like I wasn't entirely losing sense of

myself like such a weak, measly thing.

"Were you expecting a thank you? Because I can tell you right now

you're not getting it." I seethe, my feet unable to still in place as

Wanda still stood in silence, only a few steps away.

"I was worried about you. You've been avoiding me." She replies a er

a few moments, her voice weak and lifeless as I finally stop, turning to

look at her.

"Well here you go, a front row seat to my su ering. I hope you're

having fun." I sco , a bitter chuckle falling from my lips.

"You know all i've done since we got here is try— just try and make

this work. I thought maybe if I gave you a chance we could actually

get along." Wanda says in disbelief, moving back to press her behind

against the rails as she crosses her arms before her, just like Steve

once did earlier.

"But you just keep running. I get close to something and you tear it all

down. Why are you so scared of me? You talk to Steve, you talk to Nat

and Sam and even Vision! When it comes to me suddenly you're

stone cold." She exclaims in frustration, her brows furrowed as her

ba led gaze settles on me.

"I have nothing to say to you." I reply flatly.

"What did I do? Please just tell me— why you hate me so much? I

stayed and I helped and still, you look at me like i'm some kind of

monster. Why can't we be friends—"

"Because we tried that and it didn't work out!" I hastily cut her o ,

regret instantly filling me to the brim as Wanda looks back in surprise.

"What?" She utters, almost breathlessly as I join her by the rails,

hunching over in defeat with my head hung low. Her eyes follow my

every move, digging into me with so much intensity that I almost

consider telling the truth.

Almost.

"Training— I tried to be nice when we were training and we just don't

fit. We can't even be in the same space without a conversation

turning into a screaming match." I sigh, lying through my teeth

hoping Wanda couldn't see through it.

"I wonder whose fault is that." She mumbles under her breath as I

look at her in exhaustion.

"I just want to exist... with you— peacefully, I mean." She stammers

lightly, turning to face the water.

"I don't see a reason why we can't do that." She so ly states, glancing

at me. I've got a million reasons, but none of them I was ready to

disclose.

"I don't see why that would be necessary."

"Why not?" Wanda asks a er a few minutes of silence, the hesitance

in her voice was evident but she says it anyway.

"Because I won't stay here forever. I'm only here for Lara, once it's

done— we're leaving. This life isn't mine, it's not made for me. I'm not

here in search of friends, I don't need it and I definitely don't need

you." I say in defeat amidst a tired sigh as she keeps her curious eyes

on me. Exhaustion quickly takes the place of hostility, pushing me to

take a few breaths to keep whatever composure I had le .

That might have been the most honest thing I had ever said to

Wanda. No games, no hidden agendas, just the truth that our

situation is fleeting. I have no plans to stay even a er the whole

situation with Lara unfolds. The more I watch the team, talking about

missions, hatching strategic plans— worrying about everyone, the

more I feel out of place. I felt dirty, tainted, as though if I looked upon

my hands— all the blood I've ever shed was still dripping from my

fingertips, all while they talk about saving a world I helped darken.

I am broken, in more ways that can be glued together by relentless

compassion and gentleness because darkness— it's not something

you can just wash away. Somewhere along the line, I threw my

morals out the window. Went to bed telling myself that all the

destruction i've caused made up who I am and in some sick, twisted

way, I was okay with it. There was no pressure to be good, to live up

to expectations, it was the easiest pit to fall into. Never ending, so

robbed of light that you're blind to the cracks.

I take one look at Wanda and I know we're headed two di erent

directions.

"Why?" Wanda questions further, rather cautiously like she was

treading on eggshells.

"Aren't tired of being obnoxious?" I raise a brow, dodging her

questions on purpose and throwing a shallow jab instead, but she

masterfully dodges.

"I just... don't understand. Where would you even go?" Wanda

sounded so genuinely conflicted, her brows knitted together in

thought and confusion.

Why did she keep pretending that my future is of any concern to her?

I would simply disappear from her life when the time came, like a blip

that never existed. I doubt it would bother her, seeing as it surely

didn't before. a2

"That's not your problem." I mumble, pushing myself o  the ledge

and stepping back, my eyes settling on the red headed witch who

only watched curiously.

"I'm leaving." I hum, heading right for the exit without as much as a

glance back as I swing the door open in frustration.

A er a few short and thoughtful moments, she begins to follow suit.

Her covered arms hugged tightly around herself trying to fight away

the cold as her eyes glue to her feet, glossing over every step on her

way to me. I hold the door open with an uninterested look, letting her

pass through before the shutting click echoes o  the walls and we

make our way down.

"I guess you're still not training me?" Wanda promptly asks, already a

few steps ahead of me.

"No, i'm not." I reply flatly, almost robotically as silence blankets us

again.

"What if we don't talk? Just— train. I won't say a word." Wanda o ers

a er a while, already treading a few steps ahead of me. a1

"No." I fire back instantly, my tired tone sterner and colder as Wanda

promptly opens— and closes on my face.

I whip the door open, my face smeared in irritated o ense as I almost

rip it o  its hinges. Wanda stands there, leaning against the wall with

a small, proud smile as I angrily stomp out, glaring her way as I

completely pass her down the hall.

"When are you going to stop being scared of me?" She catches up to

me, hands dug into the pockets of her jacket as she matches my pace.

"Keep dreaming, Maximo . You can't begin to amount to what I fear."

I bitterly chuckle, too lost in her relentless proposition to realize that I

had exactly no clue on how to get back because, well— Steve took me

there.

And he is nowhere to be found.

"You're lost, aren't you?" Wanda speaks up, glancing my way with a

small, victorious smirk as I sco  at her question— she's right, but i'm

definitely not going to admit that.

"I'm not lost— wait are you in my head again?" I stammer, watching

as she purses her lips trying to contain a smile.

"I told you to stop it!" I groan, but apparently she finds it so amusing

that it even garners a small chuckle. She was making light of things,

no matter how cold i've worked to keep the atmosphere and it only

frustrated me more.

"I wasn't in your head but you basically admitted it yourself. I know

the way back." She replies amidst a so  laugh, walking ahead and

leaving me there, speechless and... confused.

Very incredibly confused.

I had a feeling things were about to get more complicated because

everything felt so strangely calm. She wasn't throwing insults my

way, her eyes weren't glowing red and she wasn't... resentful.

Walking with her in silence, I mean of course there was that looming

sense of awkwardness— of not really knowing where we stand when

we're not tossing each other across the room or trying to get under

each other's skin— felt like a distant fit. Just existing there with her

was serene and unsettling all at once.

I wasn't sure if it was just the feeling of security the night brings, the

fleeting moment of possible vulnerability that came with the thought

that the whole world was asleep and whatever began in the night had

a chance to dissipate by sunrise. People always say strangers are

easier to open up to, solely because you know you'd never see them

again. No worrying about how they perceive you, no biases, no fear.

Nights felt like that.

"This is me." Wanda says as the elevator door dings open at her floor,

promptly stepping out but halting just a few inches from the door,

spinning on her heel to turn to me.

"If you change your mind..." She trails o , uncertain and hopeful with

her hand pressed up against the door slits to keep it from closing.

"I won't." I hum casually, watching defeat take over her features.

"Leave me alone and focus on your healing. Go watch more of your

out of date sitcoms to keep you busy, maybe then you'd lose interest

in pestering me." I o er as coldly as I could, leaning against the glass

of the elevator walls as Wanda's face lights up like she had just

realized something. God, she's impossible.

"So you do remember that night." She raises an amused brow at my

slip up, but like I said— the night had a liberating e ect.

"It's a little foggy. Now leave." I roll my eyes as Wanda nods, biting

back a smile and stepping back before letting the doors close and

leaving me in the li , just as empty and conflicted as the start of the

night.

The contrast was astounding and confusing all at once— like the

universe had a knack for tugging me against where i'm trying to go. I

try to stay away from Wanda and yet here she comes, poking and

prodding and spewing questions my way— no matter how much I

berate her. It wasn't helping that she kept doing that thing— the one

where she almost smiles— the one that puts my brain on pause

almost every single time.

The whole walk back to my room was one big daze, a big, unsettling

daze. With so many emotions running through me, it was almost like

my mind had to shut down all for self preservation. I was floating

right in my shoes, feeling like I was dreaming in a haze— until I open

the door to my room.

Or whatever was le  of it.

If you could imagine a tornado contained inside a moderately sized

room, the a ermath would be what sat right in front of me. My bed—

which was previously bolted to the ground had been ripped o  its

hinges. All the clothes in my closet— that was also in pieces, were

torn and scattered on the ground. The camera in the corner dangled

with its wires exposed, sparking like it was fighting for its last breath.

The desk was spun on its head, papers peppering the floor as I stood

in disbelief, my eyes landing on a the only thing that didn't look like a

complete mess. Nailed to the wall, was the metal tag that I

recognized from the du el bag I thought I le  behind at the base

where Nat found me.

Shining and pristine, it read; HYDRA

And under it, a single note scribbled from a ripped up piece of paper.

With hesitance, I tread through the mess, barely able to see the actual

floor as my fingers reach the paper, sitting ever so still before I tear it

from the wall.

'the land of tears is so mysterious, isn't it?'

So with my gut in my throat and my heart in its depths, I stood amidst

a completely trashed room— eyes closed and clutching a note I knew

all too well. My bed was practically mangled at that point, even the

pillows weren't spared— so with nowhere else to go, I turn to first

person that resembled any sort of solace in that time. The note was

crumpled in my hand as I stepped out of the elevator, barely

breathing and mind spinning. I bring my hand up to knock, lingering

for a few moments before finally delivering my fist to collide with the

surface about three times.

I hear the mu led rustling on the other end, followed by footsteps

and the click of a lock as the door promptly slides open to reveal

Natasha in a tank top and sweats, confusion swarming over her

features as her eyes go over me once, settling on the paper between

my fingertips.

"Is everything okay?" Natasha breathes out, almost like she wasn't

sure she was ready to hear what was next.

"I didn't... I don't know who else to go to." It slips out shakily, I was

trying with all my might not to tremble— not to fall to my knees and

spiral into panic even when my entire body felt of cold sweat and

helplessness.

Natasha quickly opens the door to its full extent, stepping aside for

me to come in as she takes a look down both ends of the hallway

before shutting the door. In one swi  motion, she leads me to the

foot of her bed— like she could feel just how weak my body was

before I hand her the paper. She takes it from my grasp with

uncertainty, glancing down at me like she was waiting for some sort

of permission.

So I nod.

"The land of tears? What does that even mean?" I watch silently from

the foot of her bed, helpless and shameful as she paces with the

crumpled note in her hand.

"It's Lara." I finally utter, my words halting her restless feet as she

turns to me.

"How do you know?" Nat asks, almost breathlessly as she

approaches, taking the spot on her bed right next to me.

"It's a quote from her favorite book. The Little Prince, I used to read it

to her every night. When we'd finish, we'd start right over." I explain

so ly, the words felt thick in my throat, menacing and torturous—

paired with tainted flashbacks.

"How could she— you're saying she's in the building? Right now?"

Nat's voice increasingly fill with panic, eyes widened at my silence as I

stammer in place, trying to gather a coherent thought.

"I don't know, maybe? She could be?" I nearly trip over my own

words, horror sweeping her features as she heads to her closet,

tapping a button that reveals a wall strapped with several firearms.

"Nat— wait." I shoot up to my feet but my words only go through her

as she continued to prepare her weapons.

"Natasha!" I plead, the utter desperation in my voice forcing her to

recoil and turn my way, looking at me with incredulous disbelief.

"We can't let anyone know— not yet. Please just help me look." The

request sounds insane, even to me— but I was backed against a wall

that was slowly devouring me whole.

"People are in danger, Lexa. If she really is here, everyone in the

building is compromised." Natasha explains with severe authority, a

sharpness to her tone that stabs right through my chest.

"If we pull the alarm and she really is here, everyone who gets in her

way will die. I can go out there on my own and do this but I wanted

you to know in case I— If by morning i'm not here, I want you to know

why." I explain frantically, barely getting a breath in as conflict takes

over Natasha's expression.

Silence takes over the tension, thick and agonizing silence that I take

as a rejection. I knew it was a big ask, that I was putting countless

lives at risk trying to stay in control of a mess I created— but given the

circumstance, it was the most I could come up with. I give her one last

apologetic look before turning on my heel and heading back the way

I came, silently readying myself for whatever i'd come across. With

my hand on the knob, I feel slender fingers wrap around my wrist. I

turn back to find Natasha, her face so ened and almost melancholic

as she lets out a small sigh.

"You don't actually expect me to let you do this alone?" She says,

hand dropping back to her side as she tightens the clasp on her gun

packed belt before throwing on a jacket.

"You got a plan?" She whispers as we tread down the hallway,

heading to the elevators.

"I was thinking we could check the cameras first. I'm actually

surprised nobody saw— or at least called out an alert. The camera in

my room was mangled, practically stripped to the bone." I share as

we come to the end of the hall, Natasha matching my pace

e ortlessly as her eyes wander— sharp and aware at every turn.

"Okay but I have to warn you, if we go up there and I see even a single

dead body, we need to call alert. It's the right thing to do, you know

it." Natasha sternly says as we step into the elevator, she presses the

corresponding number and begins to take the lead, a hand on her

holster the moment the doors ding open.

Natasha steps out first, leaving me no room for complaints as I follow

suit. The floor was eerily silent, the kind that le  a ring in your ears—

like you could hear your own heartbeat if you tried hard enough.

Natasha cautiously leads us down the hall, passing empty conference

rooms and what I assume were o ices until we reach two, big double

doors. We exchange a final look, both of us taking a deep breath as

we barge in to find... nothing. Nothing but screens displaying

di erent parts of the building, no blood or corpses— no security.

"What the fuck?" I whisper under my breath, stepping around

Natasha to scan the room. My eyes gloss over every screen, which

must have been at least fi y.

And that was only for our wing.

"That's my room." I so ly state, eyes glued to the only screen with a

blurred buzz of glitching colors as Natasha joins me, scanning over

every picture with as much confusion.

"Everything looks... normal." She says in hushed disbelief as

something catches my eye.

One of the screens had a small, red 'x' on it. It looked like it was

written by a marker— which I then find laying right next to a still

warm cup of co ee on the table next to the control panel. The sign

was placed right over a door, a very familiar one too as Natasha

continues to fiddle with the controls, mainly rewinding tapes from

the cameras at every possible entrance.

"Nat." I croak out, earning a small hum as she continues to focus on

the screens.

"Whose room is that?" I ask flatly, dread filling me to the core as

Natasha snaps up to look at me, following my line of sight as she

leans in, brows furrowing in thought as silence washes over us.

"That's... Wanda's room."

Of course it is. a1

Of course.

The door swings open, startling both Natasha and I as she slips her

gun out of her holster, pointing it at the direction of the ruckus

without missing a beat. Natasha is obviously an incredibly skilled

fighter, better than anyone in the building— including me. Her skills

though, sometimes come o  in a very threatening light. For example,

the relatively young agent staring down the barrel of her gun was

trembling at his knees, hands up in surrender as Natasha and I

exchange even more confused looks.

"Agent Romano ? I just went to the bathroom— I'm sorry." He quickly

explains, looking genuinely terrified as Natasha lowers her weapon in

a grumble, disappointment and irritation filling her features.

"How long were you gone?" Natasha questions flatly, piercing eyes

staring down the young man as he evidently stammers upon his

words.

"Just a few minutes, I swear." He shakily replies, hands still held up in

the air as Natasha slips her gun back into her holster.

"Don't make me ask you twice." She sighs, raising a brow as the boy

struggles to form a coherent sentence.

"I had a bad reaction to dinner..." He eventually gives in, arms slowly

descending back to his side as I lightly tug at Natasha, eyeing the

door.

"I'll be back. Stay here." She instructs coldly as I practically bolt out

the door, Natasha hot on my tail trying to match my pace as I head

right for the stairs instead of the elevator.

"Get ready." I hu  as we speed down the flights of stairs, bursting

through the corresponding door and heading down the hallway until

we reach Wanda's door.

Nat already had her gun pulled as we exchange looks, her knuckles

whiten with how tight she was gripping the handle of her weapon—

giving me a small nod as I finally bring my fist up to deliver a few solid

knocks on the door. The mu led sounds of footsteps and the

television seep through the cracks and soon enough, it swings open

to reveal Wanda who stood there with utmost shock and confusion as

she looks back at me.

"Yes?" She asks slowly as I look to Nat in a panic.

"What do you want?" Wanda prods further as Nat steps into view, her

gun once again concealed as my brain tries to regain basic verbal

functions because— well, I was standing there like a ghost.

"Lexa is staying with you tonight." Nat speaks up without missing a

beat, earning a horrified look from me... and Wanda.

"What?" Wanda and I spew at the same time, Natasha delivering a

harsh nudge at my back trying to get me to play along as she puts on

a small, feigned smile.

"Lexa here... lost her bed." Nat explains promptly as Wanda and I both

spiral into confusion. a3

How the fuck do I lose a bed? a1

"She was really upset tonight and she took her anger out on her room

and now her bed is destroyed and she has nowhere to sleep." Nat

follows up on her lie, her tone calm and steady and terrifyingly

believable. I'd probably believe her if she told me pigs could fly, if she

said it with that much flawless confidence.

"Why can't you take her? Steve?" Wanda groans, clearly irritated at

Nat's proposed arrangement— well, so was I.

"Steve and I are working and she really shouldn't be alone. Now go,

it's just for one night. Behave." Nat pushes me inside, nearly crashing

against the red headed witch who is le  standing by her doorway,

annoyed and helpless as Nat leaves her no room for argument by

already being halfway down the hall.

She literally, dropped me o  at Wanda's door like some orphaned

baby. a3

"Oh god." Wanda sighs under her breath, closing the door in one swi

motion before turning to me.

"You're staying on the chair." She deadpans, her voice mixing with the

sound of the still playing television as she walks back to her bed,

crawling under the sheets and leaving me standing there feeling like I

was le  in a minefield.

With all the awkwardness in the universe crushing the air, I saunter to

the chair in the corner of the room— sti ly sitting down as Wanda

makes a conscious e ort to keep her eyes on the television which

played the same sitcom I found her watching the night of Tony's

dinner. The silence was indeed deafening, both of us shaking under

the pressure of the thickening tension that spanned for what felt like

hours. Plus, it was uncomfortably cold and I was not about to ask

Wanda for a blanket.

I'd rather freeze to death.

"You're cold." Wanda sighs, promptly throwing the covers o  of her

body and getting up with a scowl.

"Wha— no!" I quickly defend, but she's already pulling her drawers

open begrudgingly.

"So you're okay just sitting there all night? No blankets or anything?"

She flatly asks, turning to me with an challenging look as I hesitantly

nod.

"I'm fine." I hu , folding my arms upon my chest as she slowly closes

her drawers, a glint of mischief in her green eyes as she walks over to

the keypad right next to her bathroom door.

"Suit yourself, I like it cold." She hums, turning the temperature all

the way down with a small smile before heading back to bed, burying

herself once more under the covers as I send a staggering glare her

way. a3

Every day i'm reminded of why she gets on my nerves.

The entire time, I could practically hear her amusement glimmering

with every cold shiver that ran through my body— with every time my

arms would wrap around myself, she laid there— basking in pride at

my su ering. If we weren't in the middle of a crisis I was desperate to

keep hidden, Wanda would have never heard the end of it.

A er an insanely cold while, she eventually dri s o . Curled up in bed

with the covers up to her neck, her autumn hair a mess on the sheets

as I carefully remove my jacket, shi ing to lay it upon myself as a

makeshi  blanket. With nothing else to hold my attention, I actually

find myself watching the sitcom that continued to play on the screen.

It felt like peeking into a di erent time— the accents, the clothing,

even the humor. They were playing a dinner scene where the wife

was talking about Armenian string cheese and despite the

generational disconnect, there was a calming feel that lingered with

the show. It almost felt normal, like if i closed my eyes and just

listened to the white noise and dialogue, I could pretend I was

anywhere else.

I wonder if that's why Wanda likes it so much, if she escapes the same

way.

It's somewhat a bittersweet idea, me having a normal life— a normal

job, coming back a er a long day and having dinner with a family— or

with anyone who felt like home. Maybe when I was younger, I'd have

been naive enough to believe in such a possibility. In getting married,

in going through the motions of life like I wasn't... me. Like I was

anyone else you could lose in a crowd and never think of again.

So many people dream of a life full of adventure, full of excitement

and adrenaline pumping danger thinking it'd be like the movies and

stuck on the notion that good and evil was all that exists. No gray

area, just a winner and a loser, a hero and a villain. I've been all

around the world, seen the greatest views and been in a room with

some of the most powerful people and yet, without a second

thought, i'd give it all up for a normal life. A boring, grey life full of

corny jokes and homemade dinners and calm evenings.

A life worth living.

I feel the buzz of a phone in my pocket, fishing it out to see Natasha's

name displayed on the screen. With the lightest steps I could muster, I

make my way to the bathroom, closing the door with caution as I

accept the call and press the device to my ear.

"What happened? Did you find anything?" I instantly whisper as the

call connects, leaning against the counter as anticipation blankets my

every inch.

"No— Everything is clear. I even checked the tapes, no trace of a

breach anywhere." Natasha sounds conflicted and confused all at

once, the mu led sounds of her footsteps in the background as a

small sense of relief takes over.

"Did you find Steve? He disappeared earlier tonight. Is he okay?" I

follow up, met by a short silence before Natasha's voice bleeds

through.

"I know where he is, he's okay. You can stay in his room for tonight,

he won't be back until morning." She promptly o ers. I knew I should

have been jumping with joy, bolting out of there before a second

could even break but for some reason, i'm cemented in place.

And for some reason, I'm not fighting it.

I slowly make my way to the door, leaning against the frame as my

eyes settle on Wanda, who was still in a deep slumber— only this time

she was sprawled out like a starfish. Strands of her hair blanket her

face messily, so  snores escaping her lips as my grip on the phone

tightens and my heart sinks in place.

"It's okay. I'll... stay here just to make sure nothing else happens." I

hesitantly reply, dreading the silence that followed because I could

practically picture Natasha's confused look.

"We need to tighten security. Stark is hosting another dinner

tomorrow at his house, he's celebrating a new project. You're coming

and we'll talk there." Natasha instructs more than she asks, leaving

me no room to reject her plan.

"Fine. Uh— Nat?" I stammer, wondering if my nerves bled through my

tone as much as it shook my bones.

"Yeah?" She hums.

"Thank you for... helping me." It comes out awkward and sti , like

badly rehearsed line. I stood there for what felt like ages, meeting

silence on the other end as Natasha clears her throat.

"Of course. Get some rest, I'll see you tomorrow." She says, so er

than usual before the line clicks dead.

I nestle the phone back in my pocket, my fingers brushing against the

crumpled paper as I promptly pull it out on my way back to the chair.

I must have stared at it for ages, memorizing every stroke, every

splatch of ink, every curve and every letter. It was the most frustrating

thing, that every time I'd imagine her writing on that piece of paper—

my head wouldn't conjur up the girl who tried to kill me a few days

ago.

I'd see Lara. Lara in our living room, hunched over the co ee table

with colored pencils scattered on the ground next to her. She'd have

the brightest smile, treading her way to show me what she'd done.

Her eyes would glimmer with pride when I'd hang it up by my bed,

asking relentlessly if I really liked it— asking which parts I loved and

i'd tell her there was not a single stroke i'd ever change.

But that's not the truth.

The night sky was dissipating into a lighter blue when I kept the note

again, carefully walking over to the television and shutting if o

before curling up in my seat. The cold was unbearable, but my

exhaustion got the better of me and before I knew it, my lids were

sinking despite my protests. So I close my eyes, promising myself i'd

only rest for a few minutes that eventually span into hours.

When consciousness spins me once more, I expect to be freezing.

When I closed my eyes it felt like I was dead set in the middle of

Antarctica but when I woke up, I was actually warm. My eyes flutter

open in confusion, finding a blanket laid over me and an empty bed

that once held Wanda. With realization donning on me and Wanda

nowhere in sight, panic sets in as I scan the room and as if on cue, the

door to the bathroom opens and Wanda saunters out, damp autumn

hair cascading down over her navy blue robe as she freezes in place

at the sight of me.

"Good morning?" She clears her throat, a towel in her hands as I feel

my feet sink into place. If I just focus my eyes on anything but her,

maybe it'll be less awkward.

"Yes." Is the only word that slips out of my mouth as I glue my eyes to

the ground as shame completely builds up in my stomach because

' Yes'? Really? That's the best my brain could come up with? a5

"I'm gonna... look for a bed. Just— yeah. Bye." I stumble through my

words, practically bolting out the door in a frantic stomp as I rushed

down the hall and into the elevator. a3

God, I really wish the floor would open up and swallow me whole.

That'd be better than having to deal with that trainwreck of an

interaction. When I get to my room, I really wasn't sure what I was

expecting because... It was exactly how I le  it.

Still a raging mess.

With a tired groan, I begin to pick up most of what I could from the

ground. Papers and articles of clothing and shoes until I could

vaguely see the actual floor beneath all the clutter. I was able to fish

out a few pairs of pants and shirts that werent torn to bits and luckily,

a towel that wasn't looking like it was run through a shredder. With

most of the mess cleared up and the table back to... looking like a

table, I start to prepare for a much needed warm shower by fishing

the phone out of my pocket.

Then I go for the note.

Which isn't in my pocket.

My heart nearly drops through me as my hands search frantically for

the piece of paper. I almost rip the lining of my pockets trying to turn

them inside out and yet, it was nowhere to be found. I scour the room

once more, almost returning it back to its disastrous state when

something dawns on me. If the note wasn't in my pocket or in my

room... it's in Wanda's. In one swi  motion I snap around, heading for

my door and swinging it open only to be met with a certain red

headed witch with concern smeared onto her features.

"What really happened last night?" Wanda asks, so  and rounded like

she was trying to coo me out of a cave I backed into.

"What are you talking about?" I breathe, the nerves shooting through

my fingertips as Wanda reveals her hand from behind her, and in

between her fingertips was the crumpled paper I had been searching

for.

"Why did you stay with me?" Wanda asks once again, a nervous hint

behind her tone that sounded a lot like she was trying to ready

herself for what was to come out of my lips.

When i'm bound to deafening silence, she looks over my shoulder—

eyes widening at the sight before walking past me and into the room

without invitation. I turn around, watching her eyes gloss over every

crack, every broken thing, even at the camera dangling from the

corner. Then she approaches my bed, eyes glued to the wall— to the

one thing that could ever drain all the blood from her face as she

reads the inscription.

"What did you do?" Wanda whispers, her magic appearing within her

fingertips as she spins around to look at me.

Her arm raises as the door behind me violently slams shut and i'm

dragged back against it, pinned by her crimson glow as my

movements become unbearably restricted. She approaches quickly,

holding me in place as her eyes tear me apart, conflict sweeping her

cold features as she stood only inches away.

"She was here." I finally croak out, keeping a straight face as I tried to

hid the uneasiness of the sensation wrapping around me.

"Lara was here and I— didn't want anyone to know." I reveal, feeling

her grasp dissolve around me as I take in a sharp breath at my

newfound liberation.

"Everyone was right about you." Wanda breathlessly says, disgust

dripping from her expression as she shoots daggers right through me

with her glare.

"You can't be trusted. You'd put everyone at risk just for your own

intentions. I was stupid enough to believe you were anything more

than— Y'know, I guess I am naive." She spews angrily, eyes

glimmering red in distant sparks as she physically tries to contain her

emotions.

"Listen—"

"No, no i'm done. I tried to be your friend because I thought maybe

that was what you needed– I knew it was what I needed when I lost

Pietro but you— you don't have a heart. People could have died last

night." She practically growls, throwing me aside with a single flick of

her wrist as I collide against the doors of my closet in a pained thud.

"You deserve to be alone." Is the last thing she says before walking

out and leaving me with her words buried into my chest. a3

The sick thing was that I wasn't even angry, because she was right. a1

Continue reading next part 
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